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“SOCIAL REPORT FOR ME IS...” 

“The average of an action.””    •   “Compare things.””  

[ THE CHILDREN 2016 camp]
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The Museum illustrates itself, getting 
inspiration both from the Social Report 

Writing Principles set up by the GBS (Gruppo 
di Studio per il Bilancio Sociale, Social Report 
Think Tank) and the International Standards from 
the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative).
This Social Report has been complemented 
with existing scheduling, audit and assessment 
tools: financial statements, ISO Certification, 
questionnaires for visitors and management 
monitoring.

The main objective for improvement – not only 
for the present but also for the future - is to create 
opportunities for stakeholders to exchange views 
and become directly involved.

This document is approved by the Board of 
Directors and made public through website, 
dedicated mailing lists, social media channels.
Regulatory references are the following:

• Implementing Decree of the Social Solidarity 
Ministry dated January 24, 2008, containing 
the social report writing guidelines for non-
profit organisations

• Legislative Decree n. 460 dated 1997, 
which established the non-profit 
organisations (ONLUS, Organizzazioni non 
lucrative di utilità sociale)

All data refers to 2016.

The financial statements were approved and made 
public during the Board of Directors meeting on 
June 28th, 2017.

All data refers to 2016.

METHODS

COMPANY NAME

REGISTERED OFFICE AND HEADQUARTERS ADDRESS

LEGAL STATUS

ESTABLISHED ON

TAX CODE
MISE NATIONAL AND REGIONAL REGISTRATION 

NUMBER IN THE ASSOCIATION OF COOPERATIVES

TEL /  FAX

PARTNERSHIP WITH NETWORKS OF 
ASSOCIATIONS

MAIN ATECO NUMBER

CERTIFICATE

PEC

WEBSITE

museo dei bambini società cooperativa sociale onlus

via flaminia 80/86, 00196 roma 

producer and worker cooperative

April 4th, 1998

05504141002

A125594 from March 24th, 2005

06 3613776  •  06 36086803

confcooperative, unione provinciale di roma

federsolisarietà, foncoop 

ecsite 

hands on! 

children’s university, charity internazionale

icase

encatc

910200

iso 9001-2008 n° iq-0607-01issued by ragister spa 

museodeibambiniscsonlus@pec.it

https://www.mdbr.it

IDENTITY CARD 
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This second edition of the Explora report – which complements the annual financial statements 
– gives the MUSEO DEI BAMBINI SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA SOCIALE ONLUS a 
new reporting tool for providing a thorough overview of the organisation’s history, activities 
and values created.

We will explain who we are and how we are organised, who our stakeholders are, the objectives 
we achieved and which ones we would like to implement or improve.

Some facts in figures: in 2016 the Museum was attended by 140,374 visitors, with a production 
value of € 1,421,098 of which € 956,665.10 (more than 67 percent) accounting for the 
proceeds from ticket sales, therefore always in line with the “positive factor” which has always 
been a distinctive feature of the cooperative’s work.

This report contains data to evaluate the impact that the cooperative had on the territory 
considering wealth produced and distributed among people, tax authorities, and suppliers; you 
will also find detailed information on financial results, number of visitors and activities that took 
place in 2016, compared with the previous years, as well as a forecast for 2017 and the future 
2018.

I like to think that since the first business plan was drawn up in 1995 – the year when we were 
planning to establish the Museum – we have gone a very long way and the adjective that best 
qualifies our cooperative is “sustainable”.

Enjoy your reading,

PATRIZIA TOMASICH
 -  - - Chairman  - 

INTRODUCTION
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• Foster and help children’s natural urge 
to learn with exciting and entertaining 
suggestions and exhibits, designed for all 
age groups

• Offer parents and children alike a 
chance to share this unique and exciting 
experience

• Submit exciting and innovative non-
disciplinary proposals to teachers and 
schools to be followed up in class

• Create interest and positive attitudes in 
children and their caregivers towards 
cultural interaction, cooperation, respect 
for other people and the environment

• Bring children and adults closer to 
science and research by promoting 
culture, knowledge, and new 
technologies

• Regenerate areas allocated by local 
authorities for the purpose of carrying 
out the Cooperative’s activities.
Administer food and drinks, as well as 
selling educational games, books, and 
items strictly related to the corporate 
objects within the permanent structures 
of the “Museo dei Bambini”, where the 
Cooperative’s activities are carried out

• Produce and/or have others produce 
educational, pictorial and tutorial 
materials, published in print, videotapes, 
interactive CDs, CDIs, DVDs, mini 
discs and any other media, both visual 
and audio, even media yet to be invented

• Promote on an yearly basis awards for 
the best university theses in pedagogy 
and museums for children’s activities 
in general and for works and initiatives 
in compliance with the Cooperative’s  
objects

• Promote original research and 
documentary and/or educational 
publications related to museums for 
children’s activities

• Set up promotional campaigns involving 
all media channels in order to enhance 
the value of the future “Museo dei 
Bambini” and make it widely known

• Sponsor scholarships for young students 
eager to develop specific aspects of 
pedagogy related to museums for 
children’s activities and, in general, 
recreational-educational activities

• Involve personalities from the economic, 
artistic, cultural, academic and political 
world, as well as state-run and privately 
owned companies both from Italy 
and other countries to pursue the 
Cooperative’s objects

• Support any other initiative in 
compliance with the Cooperative’s 
purpose

• Set up training actions mainly in the 
educational field, promote and operate 
training actions for children, women, 
disabled and underprivileged persons

• In order to meet its purpose, the 
Cooperative may make agreements and 
form contracts with public and private 
organizations, scientific institutes based 
in Italy and elsewhere, state central 
administrations, regional administrations 
and local administrations, Italian and 
foreign organizations for cultural 
enhancement, teaching of pedagogy and 
museum activities in general (…)

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND MISSION

Below is the Cooperative’s statement of objects, as described in the Articles of Association:
the first five items represent the Explora’s mission statement.
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VISITOR–CENTRED APPROACH
Establish a relationship with our visitors 
through the exhibits and services provided – 
children, parents, teachers, families and schools 
in general – in order to understand their needs, 
convey positive
values and messages.

EXCELLENCE
In everything we do and provide as a service.

RELIABILITY
Foster the public’s trust by providing a 
high quality service, showing efficiency, 
accountability and management skills.

PEOPLE WITH GREAT VALUES
Our mission requires the collaboration of 
brilliant, reative, active people, inspired by 
fundamental values:
• Honesty and integrity 

VALUES

• Passion for everything they do 
• Open-mindedness, respect for others and 

helpfulness
• Willingness to face new challenges
• Objectiveness, critical mind and 

willingness to constantly improve
• Commitment to dedication, results and 

quality towards visitors, partners, sponsors 
and employees

• Proactiveness and willingness to be part of 
a “team”

• Flexibility, empathy and adaptability 
among shareholders and towards visitors

NEW OPPORTUNITIES
Keep the structure alive and flexible, open to 
change, innovation and experimentation.
Provide new opportunities of growth, learning 
and knowledge for shareholders and visitors.

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND MISSION
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Explora, the Children’s Museum of Rome, is located in a very wide area of 13.6 km2, belonging 
to the 2nd Municipality of Roma Capitale and accounting for 170,000 inhabitants, 12,000 

being children aged 1-9 years.
Explora offers multiple activities such as free play activities, innovative science workshops, 
play-based and educational events, various free-admission day events for schools and families:
therefore, our counterparts are not only local museums but also important institutions and 
entities such as MAXXI, Museo di Zoologia or Bioparco.

From MIBAC data, published for 2016 and listing the public museums of Latium most visited 
in Rome, if Explora were included in this listing, it would rank thirteenth for the number 
of visitors (between Villa Adriana in Tivoli and the Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Moderna e 
Contemporanea), although proceeds of ticket sales is much higher (Explora is not in the official 
listing as it is a private museum).
Source: http://www.statistica.beniculturali.it/Visitatori_e_introiti_musei_16.htm

In the listing of museums in the municipality of Rome, published by Roma Capitale per 
number of visitors (services provided in 2015) Explora, if were included in this listing, could 
rank third after the Musei Capitolini and the Museo dell’Ara Pacis (page 65, Part 3, Services 
provided 10, Visitors in the Civic Museums of Rome’s network in 2015), and eighth among 
the top ten state-owned and municipality-run museums in Rome (page 67, Part 3, Services 
provided 10, Top ten public museums of Rome per number of visitors in 2015; data presented 
in thousands)
Source: https://www.comune.roma.it/resources/cms/documents/III_PARTE_Servizi_erogati_X.pdf

TARGET TERRITORY
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Explora is located in the area which was once 
occupied by the former Atac tram depot 

historically known as “Borghetto Flaminio”, 
in the heart of Rome midway between Villa 
Borghese and Piazza del Popolo. The area of 
6,711 sqm was granted by the Rome town 
council to the Children’s Museum of Rome 
according to the following agreements:
• Protocol agreement between the City 

of Rome, Atac and Associazione Museo 
dei Bambini (protocol n.15146 of 
23/05/1997, Assessorato alle Politiche 
Culturali)

• Decision of the Town Council n. 228/97 
“Approval of the project to create 
the Museo dei Bambini di Roma and 
commitment of the latter to do it with its 
own resources”

• Decision of the Town Council n. 
175/99 “Concession on the town-

owned property (former Atac tram 
depot)”, area handover report Protocol 
n. 2722/98 of 11/06/1998

• 1st Conferenza dei Servizi of the UPCS 
Protocol. n. 5433 of 12/11/1997

• 2nd Conferenza dei Servizi of the UPCS 
Protocol n. 5634 of 21/12/2000

• Concession Act Protocol n. 102517 
of 14/09/00, 3rd Dep. of the City of 
Rome. On April 18th, 2012, the Asset 
Management Department of the Capital 
city of Rome officially delivered as 
follows (protocol number 17269/11): 
an area of 2,000 sqm, which includes 
buildings covering 700 sqm and a green 
area of 1,300 sqm; its redevelopment 
project is waiting for approval by the new 
“Conferenza dei Servizi”, submitted 
on January, 23rd, 2015, Protocol N. 
1330/15.

HISTORY 

The project of the Museo dei Bambini took 
shape in 1994 when the Associazione 

Museo dei Bambini was established, which was 
taken over in 1998 by the Social Cooperative, 
a non-profit company with a female
majority, which was established with the aim 
of creating this special permanent structure 
dedicated to children, schools and families.
Thanks to the effective collaboration of the 

Comune di Roma Ufficio Città a misura delle 
Bambine e dei Bambini (City of Rome Office 
for a City fit for children, girls and boys) 
and Francesco Tonucci, CNR Institute of 
Psychology, the project was made possible: 
construction works started in November 
1998 and the museum opened its doors to 
public on May 9th, 2001.

24% 
68 % 

8% 

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SPONSORS AS AT MAY 9TH, 2001
Fundraising from public entities and private organisations allowed the museum to open its doors to public with an 
amount of 3,700,000 Euros.

LICENSES AND ACTS

PRIVATE COMPANIES
AND INSTITUTIONSEUROPEAN AND

NATIONAL CALLS
FOR BIDS

AGENCIES,
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS,

SUBISIDIARIES
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The buildings, which were built between 
1870 and 1920, have been involved 

in a redevelopment project and are to be 
repurposed as an extension of the Museum. 
In 1998 when the area – once occupied by the 
former Atac tram depot – was granted to the 
non-profit cooperative “Museo dei Bambini 
SCS Onlus”, the abandoned buildings were in 
a state of total neglect. An important work of 
urban regeneration took place, which turned 
the abandoned area into a valuable reference 
point for children, schools, and families.

The project layout kept the original facade of 
the tram depot facing via Flaminia. Cast iron, 
the material the pavilion is made of, bears 
witness of recovery performed on the truss 
roof designed by French engineer Polonceau, 
a contemporary of Eiffel, and supported by 
26 columns.

The large glass walls and the skylight help 
harmonise the exhibit pavilion with the 
outdoor space. Ensuring an optimal indoor 
lighting was the top priority in designing the 
exhibit pavilion; this was done by combining 
natural daylight coming through the skylight, 
the glass walls and the sun control devices, and 
artificial light at night, which allows visitors 
to gain a glimpse of the indoor recreational 
activities through the large glass walls.

The redevelopment project was carried out 
by architects Adriano and Fabio Pagani. The 
Museum consists of an exhibit pavilion, a 
free-access green area which includes a well-
equipped playground, a kitchen dedicated to 
food education workshops, a bookshop, a gift 
shop, a cafeteria, a restaurant and a parking 
area for visitors.

ARCHITECTURE,
REDEVELOPMENT 
AND TRANSPARENCY

HISTORY

1998 2001

12  |  SOCIAL REPORT 2016
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HISTORY

Explora is a private museum which receives public funds only through regional, national 
and international calls for bids which the cooperative takes part in with great dedication.

The museum’s ticket sales are the main source of self-funding : more than 67%.

Explora is a member of ECSITE, the European network grouping all of the science 
centres and museums, Hands On! International, a network representing the Children’s 
Museums all over the world, ENCATC, the European network on Cultural Management 
and Cultural Policy education, the international charity Children’s University and ICASE 
the International Council of Associations for Science Education.

“Explora Cresce” (Explora is growing) is the enlargement project and is a basic step 
forward to develop the Museum. The fund-raising campaign “Vedo nel futuro” (I see the 
future) aims at collecting € 2,500,000 to build new structures, green areas and buildings 
dedicated to play, science and environment. 

NETWORK 
AND FUTURE 

the entrance hall
with ticket office,

bookshop

300 MQgarden
2100 MQ 

office
100 MQ

nuove aree espositive

 750 MQ

Kitchen Lab

45 MQ

 restaurant, cafè
and bar

300 MQ

atrio coperto
per attività gratuite

  200 MQ

car park

1900 MQ

exhibition pavilion
2.000 MQ 

Explora opened its 6.700sqm area in May 2001 in collaboration with foundations, institutions and 
corporates through an accurate work of fund-raising.

The current premises are:
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STAKEHOLDERS
AND SOCIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

The Museum’s stakeholders, described in the following pages with their relationships, are:
employees and members, visitors from schools and families, supporting institutions and 

organisations, suppliers and partners in local, national and international projects, media e social 
channels, environment and territory, our city, our country and Europe, the world

14  |  SOCIAL REPORT 2016
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The board of directors and the general 
meeting of members are the governing 

bodies of the Cooperative.

The board of Directors consists of four 
members (in the articles of association the 
number of directors can vary between three 
and eleven members elected by the ordinary 
meeting of members, which can each time 
determine its number).
The Board of Directors, entrusted with 
the management of the company, includes 
Patrizia Tomasich as Chairman, Marianna 
Carli as Deputy Chairman, Alberto Manelli 
and Ilaria Catanorchi as members.
At the end of each fiscal year the Board of 
Directors will draw up the draft budget, 
prepare the informative documentation 
pursuant to the legislation in force, and write 
the report on the company’s performance 
trend.

In 2016 the BoD met four times.

No remuneration or refund is to be paid to the 
BoD members.

The Shareholders’ Meeting:

• approves the financial statements
• appoints the members of the Board of 

Directors;
• appoints the auditor
• determines the remuneration amount to 

be paid to directors and auditor
• approves internal regulations
• deliberates on duties and responsibilities 

of directors

In 2016 the Shareholders’ Meeting was held 
twice, with an average attendance of 64.2 
percent.

The statutory audit of the Company’s annual 
accounts is entrusted to a professional (dr. 
Rodolfo Iannotta) who remains in office for 
three years and whose net remuneration 
amounts to € 3,000 for each year served.

The organisation contributes through 
weekly meetings based on agenda items and 
issuing a summary report on decisions made 
and actions to be taken, and ensures full 
participation and transparency through an 
open and shared information system.

GOVERNANCE,
AUDITORS AND
ORGANISATION

STAKEHOLDERS AND 
SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

SHAREHOLDERS

PARTNER

MEDIA

ENVIRONMENT

ISTITUTIONS

SUPPLIERS

EMPLOYEES

SPONSORS

VISITORS
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SHAREHOLDERS: 
PEOPLE WITH GREAT VALUES

16  |  SOCIAL REPORT 2016
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ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE

STAKEHOLDERS: 
SHAREHOLDERS

SERVICES AND
FUNDRAISING

TICKET OFFICE AND SHOP ∙ EXTERNAL RELATIONS ∙  SCHOOLS OFFICE ∙ TEACHER TRAINING 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS EDUCATION AND TRAINING

SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING

COMMUNICATION GRAPHIC DESIGN ∙ WEB AND DIGITAL ∙ PRINT AND SOCIAL MEDIA

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES ∙ ENTERTAINER TRAINING

DESIGN EXHIBITS ∙ BIDS ∙ RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE ∙ CLEANING

EDUCATION
AND

TRAINING

ACCOUNTING
AND HUMAN
RESOURCES

 ACCOUNTING ∙ PROCUREMENT 
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THE COOPERATIVE 

As of December 31st, 2016, there were 36 resources working in the Museum, 27 of them 
being working members, 8 non-member employees and 1 volunteer working member.

There were 24 freelance contractors (Voucher or VAT number), 2 of them being contracted as 
backup for facilitation/entertainment tasks (for educational activities), 1 as backup for cleaning 
duties and 1 as backup at the ticket office.
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EMPLOYEE MEMBERS

69,44%
women

30,56%
men
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EMPLOYEE MEMBERS AND CONTRACTORS

73,33%
women

26,67%
men

WORKERS’ BREAKDOWN

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM WAGE

MAXIMUM LEVEL 8°    euro 22,836.90

MINIMUM LEVEL 1°      euro 15,404.48

gross annual income

LEVELS OF THE NATIONAL CONTRACT FOR SOCIAL COOPERATIVES

STAKEHOLDERS: 
SHAREHOLDERS

8TH 7TH 6TH 5TH 4TH 3RD 2ND 1ST 

WORKING MEMBER 10 1 8 3 2
EMPLOYEES 1 1 3 2 1

1

N° MEN WOMEN FULL 
TIME

PART 
TIME

P.IVA
R.A. 
VOUCHER

AVERAGE
AGE

YEARS 
WORKED

NATIONALITY OTHER 
NATIONALITY

WORKERS 25 9 16 17 8 3 22

WORKING MEMBERS 2 0 2 2 2

NON-EMPLOYEE WORKING 
MEMBERS

8 2 6 4 4 2 1 7

VOLUNTEER MEMBERS 1 0 1 1 1

MEMBERS AND EMPLOYEES 36 11 25 21 15 42.0 8.6

CASUAL CONTRACTORS 24 5 19 24 1

MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
CONTRACTORS

60 16 44
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The number of hours worked per year by employees is 51,354* in the 5 areas, i.e. staff 
office, ticket office, exhibit pavilion, exhibits and maintenance, cleaning and green area, 

including:

• full-time employees: 20
• part-time employees: 13
• trainees: 2
• 
Total of employees in 2016: 33 + 2 trainees

HOURS WORKED 
PER AREA

HOURS WORKED IN THE 5 AREAS

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

15.16%
EXHIBITS AND MAINTENANCE

6.88%
CLEANING AND GREEN AREA

30.72%
EXHIBIT PAVILION

9.92%
TICKET OFFICE AND SHOPS

37.32%
OFFICE

NUMBER OF HOURS ACTUALLY 
WORKED PER YEAR BY EMPLOYEES

51,354
35 employees

36,002
20 full-time employees

15,362
13 part-time employees

3,511
trainees

0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000

TOTAL OF HOURS 
AND EMPLOYEES

* UNIEMENS DATA

NUMBER OF HOURS ACTUALLY 
WORKED AND NOT WORKED BUT 

PAID PER YEAR BY EMPLOYEES

59,281
35 employees

41,503
20 full-time employees

17,758
13 part-time employees

3,884
 trainees

0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000

TOTAL OF HOURS AND EMPLOYEES

* UNIEMENS DATA

STAKEHOLDERS: 
SHAREHOLDERS
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The Voucher was the tool used for casual work, for a total of:
• 3,229 hours for facilitation/entertainment
• 41 hours for cleaning duties
• 107 hours for ticket office

Specifically, the pavilion/facilitation area is the one that uses a higher number of casual 
contractors to meet the need for special or seasonal events, and namely:

• 6.35 percent on the total number of hours paid/worked in the Museum as a whole
• 18.07 percent on the total number of hours paid/worked in the pavilion/facilitation 

area

Detail of hours worked in the exhibit pavilion (facilitation)
Comparison of hours paid in the pavilion

Comparison of hours paid for casual contractors (Voucher) in the pavilion/facilitation 
area: (- 62.87%)

1. year 2015: 8,697 hours
2. year 2016: 3,229 hours

Comparison of hours paid for employees (open-ended/fixed-term) in the pavilion/
facilitation area: (+ 50.06%)
1. year 2015: 9,757 hours
2. year 2016: 14,641 hours

With us in 2016: Sara Campestre, Giulia Bagnato, Gianluca Barberio, Chiara Checola, Alessia Della Massara, Gaia Di 
Battista, Barbara Gentili, Genny Giunta, Giulia Grasso, Lara Maglietta, Fabrizio Piergiovanni, Diana Poczatek, Silvia 
Putano, Gioia Rossi, Laura Santopadre, Riccardo Sessa, Marco Trusiano, Paola Valente, Fulvia Valentini, Veronica Valle, 
Silvia Zito

CASUAL CONTRACTORS

22.05%

EMPLOYEES 2015

VOUCHER 2015

9,757 HOURS

8,697 HOURS
89.14%

14,641 HOURS

3,229 HOURS

EMPLOYEES 2016

VOUCHER 2016

* % of hours worked by external staff

STAKEHOLDERS: 
SHAREHOLDERS
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NEW HIRES

APPRENTICESHIPS

The Museum is a workplace much sought after by students wishing to gain a practical 
experience: it has been offering apprenticeship training for many years through ongoing 
agreements with Universities and Institutions (La Sapienza, Roma Tre, Accademia Belle 
Arti, Alma Mater Studiorum etc).
In 2016 we had 20 apprenticeships (14 completed by December 31st, 2016), 11 of 
them were curricular (ECTS), 2 of Torno Subito, 5 of Garanzia Giovani and 1 work-
oriented apprenticeship which was started in 2015, went through 2016 and partly 2017 
at the Cooperativa San Saturnino.

 
With us in 2016: Camilla Bellucci, Giada Branciforte, Cesare Chiorazzo, Gaia Di Battista, Emanuela Fabbri, Giorgia Gil-
li, Azzurra Giordani, Genny Giunta, Ilaria Mariotti, Silvia Putano, Debora M. Lima Ramos, Giulia Panella, Flavia Pirillo, 
Diana Poczatek, Mauricio Policarpo, Francesco Rotolo, Riccardo Sessa, Ilenia Tiberti e Livia Travia.

In 2016, thanks to the tax incentives contemplated by the 2016 Financial Act, three 
people were hired for the following areas:

• 2 resources for the Exhibit Pavilion/facilitation area, of which 1 apprenticeship 
contract on a full-time basis with activity communication tasks

• 1 resource for the cleaning and minor maintenance area, open-ended contract on a 
full-time basis (previously vocational apprenticeship contract)

The number of hours for 1 resource for the Web area has also been increased, open-ended 
contract on a part-time basis.

Still in 2016, 4 employees applied to become working members:
Paolo De Gasperis, Mario Torquati, Leo Paride Matteo Pallotta, Leo Porto Vergara.

NEW HIRES AT 12/31/2016

NEW HIRES AND 
NEW VOLUNTEERS

2

NEW HIRES AND METHODS, NEW VOLUNTEER MEMBERS IN 2016
open-ended 

contract after 
apprenticeship

open-ended 
contract (2015 
Financial Act and 

Jobs Act)

fixed-time 
contract

apprenticeship 
(bonus Garanzia 

Giovani)

volunteer

NEW WORKING MEMBERS 
AS EMPLOYEES

0 0

NEW NON-MEMBER 
EMPLOYEES

0 1 1

2

NEW VOLUNTEER MEMBERS 0

MEMBERS, WORKERS AND EMPLOYEES
2000 2005 2010

WORKING MEMBERS AS EMPLOYEES 3 22 21 25
NON-MEMBER EMPLOYEES 0 0 8 8
VOLUNTEER MEMBERS 0 1 1 1
FUNDING MEMBERS 0 1 1 0
TOTAL AT 12/31/2016 3 24 31 34

10 10 10 2WORKING MEMBERS (NON-EMPLOYEES)

STAKEHOLDERS: 
SHAREHOLDERS
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VISITORS: 
ATTENDANCE

Explora keeps track of the number of rainy 
days, a useful piece of data for monitoring 

the number of visitors attending.
In fact, weather has, for all museums, a great 
impact on the number of visitors:
For example, while in 2015 rainy days 
dropped by 30 percent as compared to 
the previous fiscal year, 2016 recorded an 
increase by 30 percent compared to 2015, 
but we also know that 2016 was saddened 
by tragic events such as terrorist attacks and 
incidents which affected public opinion.

3000

6000

9000

12000

15000

2016

2011

2006

TREND IN THE NUMBER OF  VISITORS 
OVER THE 3 SAMPLE YEARS

number of visitors - months of the year

0

50000

100000

150000

200000

TREND IN THE NUMBER OF  VISITORS 
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The number of visitors to the Museum varies on a seasonal basis, as is the case with most museums:
• high from October to May
• low from June to September

RAINY DAYS
2010-2016
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DATA ORGANISATION AND DATABASE
Explora set up its own CRM solution running on a FileMaker platform 
to aggregate profile data from multiple sources:
• newsletters
• friends cards
• birthday parties
• camps
• visitors in general who accept data collection through ticket 

purchase or online booking 
• schools and teachers

Data collected is processed in accordance with Legislative Decree no. 
196 dated June 30th, 2003 (“Privacy Law”) preserving privacy of 
individuals under article 7 of the above-mentioned law.

STAKEHOLDERS: 
VISITORS

The number of “Friends” Cards has grown tenfold over a period of ten years.
Explora offers substantial savings for anyone visiting the Museum at least five times a year. The 
number of Friends Cards recorded in 2016 is 407, therefore in line with previous fiscal years.

FRIENDS CARD

FRIENDS CARDS OVER THE THREE 
SAMPLE YEARS 

0 100 200 300 400 500

2016

2006

2011

407

312

54

+ 0.97% 
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STAKEHOLDERS: 
VISITORS

The ISO EN 9001:2008 Quality Management System is used by the Museo dei Bambini SCS 
Onlus company to keep services, organisation and quality under control, with the aim of 

providing its visitors with a satisfying experience.
Internal controls and continuous monitoring, combined with annual audits performed by Dasa 
Ragister S.p.A., prove that the system is sound and constantly improving.
The measure of Quality Assurance allows to consider complaints as opportunities for 
improvement, and implement immediate corrective and/or preventive actions.
Data for monitoring customer satisfaction is collected as follows:
• hardcopy tests administered by facilitators/entertainers
• hardcopy tests administered by ticket office personnel for birthday parties and school 

groups
• follow-up test e-mailed by the office staff after camps or birthday parties
• contacts collected through phone calls by ticket office personnel
• contacts collected through online ticket sales/bookings

WHERE DO OUR VISITORS COME FROM?
The data collected through phone calls, online ticket sales and bookings by the ticket office 
personnel using the e-box application made by Musalia shows two important piece of 
information about contacts and comebacks:

ISO 9001-2008 CERTIFICATION
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN FROM 
TICKET OFFICE DATA

13.25%
(1,416)

other regions

79.92%
(8,540)

city of Rome 
and Latium

6.83%
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49.31%
(5,269)

50.69%
(5,417)

58.68%
(3,081)

word of mouth

31.16%
(1,811)
internet

2.94%
(156)

schools

2.78%
(148)

short stay

2.74%
(145)
press

0.94%
(32)

agreements

GENERAL APPROVA RATING 2007-2016
YEAR 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
VISITOR 71.16 71.83 70.49 68.66 74.01 77.49 76.49 78.08 88.27
AREA 0-3 YEARS 0.00 76.87 81.61 68.07 73.47 69.24 74.37 78.93 75.69
CAMPS 85.45 73.73 85.50 81.83 81.70 84.24 85.44 91.70 87.16
PARTIES 94.24 87.52 89.66 81.29 89.40 87.52 91.02 83.00 92.22
INTERNSHIPS 65.70 75.00 62.50 66.70 79.20 91.70 93.10 100.00 100.00
SPONSORS 91.25 90.00 92.50 90.35 89.20 86.40 96.50 93.85 94.90
NURSERY SCHOOL 81.23 83.97 82.89 88.69 81.89 87.65 87.26 89.59
PRIMARY SCHOOL 85.39 84.74 83.30 89.61 86.96 86.39 81.43 90.04
TEACHER TRAINING 
 

88.07
TOTAL AVERAGE 81.56 80.2 81.37 77.88 83.16 83.18 86.38 86.78 88.27

2016
83.40
84.30
87.50
84.90
96.30
91.70
89.60
87.20
93.60

88.70
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19-10-2016

Infostampa S.r.l.s.   - Ritaglio stampa ad esclusivo uso privato 1

MEDIA: CONVENTIONAL
COMMUNICATION

03-01-2016

Infostampa S.r.l.s.   - Ritaglio stampa ad esclusivo uso privato 1

03-03-2016

Infostampa S.r.l.s.   - Ritaglio stampa ad esclusivo uso privato 1

26-03-2016

Infostampa S.r.l.s.   - Ritaglio stampa ad esclusivo uso privato 1

00-05-2016

Infostampa S.r.l.s.   - Ritaglio stampa ad esclusivo uso privato 1

13-06-2016

Infostampa S.r.l.s.   - Ritaglio stampa ad esclusivo uso privato 1

17-06-2016

Infostampa S.r.l.s.   - Ritaglio stampa ad esclusivo uso privato 1

19-10-2016

Infostampa S.r.l.s.   - Ritaglio stampa ad esclusivo uso privato 1

STAKEHOLDERS: 
MEDIA
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19-10-2016

Infostampa S.r.l.s.   - Ritaglio stampa ad esclusivo uso privato 1

MEDIA: SOCIAL 
COMMUNICATION

Facebook recorded a 25.46 percent increase in likes: 17,954 likes as at December 31, 2016 
and rising. Twitter is also growing (+ 21.26 percent): 1,814 followers as at December 31st, 

2016 (+ 318 in 2016), and 328 page displays.

1-gen-2016 - 31-dic-2016

1-gen-2015 - 31-dic-2015

% modifica

1-gen-2016 - 31-dic-2016

1-gen-2015 - 31-dic-2015

% modifica

1-gen-2016 - 31-dic-2016

1-gen-2015 - 31-dic-2015

% modifica

1-gen-2016 - 31-dic-2016

Lingua Sessioni % Sessioni

1. it-it

  132.107 44,84%

  120.523 50,42%

  9,61% -11,07%

2. it

  116.952 39,70%

  78.801 32,97%

  48,41% 20,42%

3. en-us

  16.946 5,75%

  17.196 7,19%

  -1,45% -20,04%

4. en-gb

Panoramica del pubblico

1 gen 2016 - 31 dic 2016
Confronta con: 1 gen 2015 - 31 dic 2015

Panoramica

1-gen-2016 - 31-dic-2016

1-gen-2015 - 31-dic-2015

1-gen-2016 - 31-dic-2016:  Sessioni

1-gen-2015 - 31-dic-2015:  Sessioni

… aprile 2016 luglio 2016 ottobre 2016

25.00025.000

50.00050.000

Sessioni

23,25%
294.614 vs 239.036

Utenti

23,84%
196.661 vs 158.802

Visualizzazioni di pagina

39,50%
1.380.373 vs 989.532

Pagine/sessione

13,18%
4,69 vs 4,14

Durata sessione media

-10,78%
00:02:59 vs 00:03:21

Frequenza di rimbalzo

-19,53%
30,42% vs 37,80%

% nuove sessioni

1,52%
65,63% vs 64,65%

New Visitor Returning Visitor

34,2%

65,8%

35,1%

64,9%

Tutti gli utenti
+0,00% Sessioni

https://www.mdbr.it

www.mdbr.it VAI AL RAPPORTO

17.954
LIKES

1.814
FOLLOWERS

STAKEHOLDERS: 
MEDIA

Jan 1st, 2016 - Dec 31st, 2016
Jan 1st, 2015 - Dec 31st, 2015

July 2016 October 2016

Jan 1st, 2016 - Dec 31st, 2016

Jan 1st, 2015 - Dec 31st, 2015

April 2016

Sessions

Page per session

% of new sessions

Users

Average session duration

Page displays

Bounce rate

Sessions
Sessions
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ENVIRONMENT

Explora has two photovoltaic systems.

The first 15.2 kWp photovoltaic system 
was built in 2001 within the framework of 
the Thermie European project (DG Energy 
N. Se/167/98) “INNOPEX”, Innovative 
Architectural Integration of Photovoltaic 
Energy In Existing Buildings In Denmark, 
Italy and The Netherlands.
It was installed on the skylight roof and on 
the southern side of the pavilion. It was 
mounted on 12 tilt-adjustable panels, that 
change the shading according to seasons. 
180 panels have been installed, 72 on the 
skylight roof and 108 on the side shelters.
The first installation, which is still producing 
approximately 20 percent of its potential 
energy after more than 16 years of operation, 
will be soon upgraded to any of the new 
technologies made available today at a lower 
cost than in the past.

The second 17.5kWp photovoltaic 
system was installed in 2007 in the Explora 
parking lot. It’s a car shelter consisting of 
100 photovoltaic panels and powers all the 
electrical devices in the offices, shops, and 
ticket office. An online monitoring device 
shows visitors the amount of energy produced 
by the 2 photovoltaic systems.
The second system was installed thanks to 
Conto Energia by GSE, the Government 
incentive for Architectural Integration that 
ensures the Museum a grant equal to € 0.49 
per kW produced/year for 20 years.
The average production amounts to 
approximately 17,500 kW per year with 
about € 8,500.00 per year.

[ 17.5 kWp system, 2007 ]

[ 15.2 kWp system, 2001 ]

STAKEHOLDERS: 
ENVIRONMENT
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EFFICIENCY INCREASE AND 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION

In 2015 Explora reduced its energy consumption and saved approx. € 10,000.00 per year 
compared to previous consumption data after replacing its LED lamps: the objective is to 
cut energy consumption and lighting costs by approximately € 40-45,000.00 per year 
over a ten-year period.
The 250 kWp middle-voltage system provides energy to the exhibit pavilion, control 
booths, warehouses and lab, outdoor areas.

2006 37,171 KW 303,425

36.848 €40,288KW 210,8002011

35.323,5 €35,767KW 220,2312016

ENERGY FROM 250 KWP MEDIUM-VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT OVER THREE YEARS

SAVINGS* FROM LED EFFICIENCY INCREASE
YEAR 2014 YEAR 2015 YEAR 2016

45,274.61 € 35,232.47 €

COST/YEAR HINTELCO
(ESCO) 5,229.10 €

10,042.14 €
 

TOTAL ENERGY EXPEDITURE 
AND EFFICIENCY INCREASE

40,461.57 €

SAVINGS PER YEAR
 

SAVINGS OVER 2014 
35,767.00 €
9,507.61 €

5,075.97 €

40,842.97 € 

4,431.64 €4,813.04 €

YEAR 2015

LOW-VOLTAGE (BT 22 KWP) | *VAT net costs

YEAR 2016

KVH EURO AVERAGE COST
18,627
21,747

4,924.00 €
4,754.00 €

0.26 €
0.22 €

ENERGY FROM 22 KWP LOW-VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT
This low-voltage system (BT 22 kWp) was given the GSE incentive for the connected 17.5 
kWp installation that provides energy to offices, ticket office, gift shop and bookshop, 
Cooking Lab.

STAKEHOLDERS: 
ENVIRONMENTT
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ENERGY FROM 22 KWP LOW-VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT
The grant decreases as years go by and the system becomes obsolete 

GAS BOILER
Natural gas price has decreased over the years in line with the market trend.
At the end of 2016 the gas boiler was replaced with the new HVAC plant, freeing 
up the space in the control booth for other uses.

YEAR 2015
YEAR 2014

GAS COST PER YEAR

YEAR 2016

SMC GAS EURO SMC COST

9,638
7,549

10,951

7,677.76 €

7,826.04 €
0.77 €
1.02 €

0.71 €
7,385.59 €

YEAR 2015
BT COST PER YEAR

GSE INCENTIVE FOR 17.5 KWP BT 22 KWP SYSTEM

YEAR 2016

KVH EURO GSE GRANT
18,627
21,747

4,924.00 €
4,754.00 €

6,846.37 €
8,339.19 €

STAKEHOLDERS: 
ENVIRONMENT
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• new MV switchboard upgraded from 8.4 to 20,000 V pursuant to the AEEG 243/R/
EEL 2013 Decision

• enhancing MV and LV energy systems
• new parking system in operation since January 14th, including Complete/Free 

parking communication to the public and 2 traffic lights
• 100MB powerful wifi connection with fastweb contract + 50MB and 30MB with 

Telecom contract, for backup line with automatic switch in case of primary line failure 
(to ensure service continuity to the ticket office)

• new bathroom in the entrance hall (internal work) (previously planned)
• enhancing changing room space in the pavilion (to be further improved)

WORKS

In August, 2016 a major work was started on the new HVAC plant which was completed 
in 2017 to bring the exhibit pavilion the following benefits:

• energy consumption and cost reduction thanks to the technology of the new machine 
(Rooftop);

• energy consumption and cost reduction thanks to the replacement of the methane gas 
heating system;

• noise reduction especially around the space for workshops at the first floor;
• some spaces repurposed, as the new machine was installed on the control booth no. 

5 and the boiler room (control booth no. 4) and the space where the former cooling 
unit* was installed were freed up. 

The cooling unit was also replaced for a technical failure that occurred on July 11th, 2026, 
which required a new cooling unit to be rented for a period of 4 months. The new unit 
required the structure of building C booth floor 5 to be reinforced, which stretched time 
and therefore required a heating unit to be rented for a period of 3 months. The 7-month 
rental had a cost of more than € 20,000.00)

WORKS STARTED IN 2016 TO BE COMPLETED IN 2017 (PREVIOUSLY PLANNED)

WORKS STARTED AND COMPLETED IN 2016 
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WHAT EXPLORA OFFERS
VISITS
from Tuesday to Sunday during four timed visits with workshops, creative and scientific 
activities during weekends and holidays, included in the ticket price

TEMPORARY INTERACTIVE STEM EXHIBITIONS
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics), health, economy, art

EVENTS
in the outdoor areas and free of charge

FOOD EDUCATION WORKSHOPS
Officina in Cucina (Cooking Lab)

CAMPS
summer, winter, springtime camps during school holidays

EDUCATIONAL VISITS
including workshops as an opportunity for primary and middle school students to gain a 
deeper insight into many topics, and themed hints for children from nursery schools and 
preschools

MIUR-APPROVED REFRESHER COURSES
for teachers, a study trip for high-school students to gain a deeper insight through on-site 
direct observation

FREE ANIMATED READINGS
at the Explora bookshop every Saturday from October to April

BIRTHDAY PARTIES
with entertainment specific for age groups

SEMINARS
meetings, book signings

EVENTS
and training courses for Institutions and Corporations at the Museum’s premises and 
other places

SHARED DESIGN 
involving children and adults in the development of national and European projects
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2016 EVENTS

Free-admission events in the exhibit pavilion

FEED YOUR MIND! an interactive exhibition on nutritional 
whys and wherefores, + 6 years
From February 24th, 2016, the activity for children aged +6 
years, coming from the Swiss pavilion of Expo 2015 was made 
by Nestlé to get children and adults alike familiar with food and 
get to know how senses, mind and body interact with emotions 
and food choices. The space is organised in four areas: Growth 
and development in our first 1,000 days of life to understand 
how nutrition influences pregnancy and our first two years of 
life; Hunger and satiety to understand the complex mechanism 
that influences our daily eating habits; the role of the senses and 
emotions in nutrition to understand how our senses influence 
food choices; Health and food: new installations will be set 
up in the future, including “The Eye Tracking” to acquire 
information connected to food composition. The launch 
meeting, moderated by Stefano Moriggi, science philosopher, 
was attended by: Andrea Ghiselli CREA, Silvano Fuso, chemist 
and science communicator, Bianca Maria Vecchio, from the 
Nestlé Research Centre.

UPSIDE DOWN! archaeology in baby steps, 4-10 years 
Launch days for schools and families on May 14th and 15th, 
2016 for the recreational-educational area in the New 
Testaccio Market, to get children and adults alike familiar 
with the charming discovery of the past in a multisensory 
and educational journey into the history of Rome and Rione 
Testaccio. Endorsed by the Special Department for Colosseum 
and Central Archaeological Area of Rome, project and exhibits 
by Explora. 

EUROPEAN DAY OF LANGUAGES to find out how 
rich European languages and cultures are and how pleasant 
learning a foreign language can be on September, 25th, 2016. 
1,203 visitors, 583 children and 620 adults, to celebrate 
linguistic and cultural diversity of Europe and encourage 
children to learn languages, thanks to the Representation of 
the European Commission in Italy and Institutes for Culture 
and Embassies: Institut français-Centre Saint-Louis, Embassy 
of Georgia, Cultural association “Le Rondini”, Consular 
Section of the Embassy of the Republic of Poland, Russian 
Think Tank Russkiy Mir and Foundation and the Cultural 
Association “Parola Russa”, Italian-Croatian Association 
of Rome endorsed by the Embassy of Republic of Croatia in 
the Italian Republic and the city of Zagreb, Slovak Institute in 
Rome, Magic Theatre  of the European Project (LLL EACEA) 

SOFT School and Family Together.

EUROPEAN RESEARCHERS’ NIGHT With 465 
participants, dedicated to science and research and included in 
the European Project MADE IN SCIENCE under the MSCA-
NIGHT-2016/2017 call and coordinated by Frascati Scienza 
and funded by the European Commission. With Explora 
Researchers and Institutions from the Istituto Zooprofilattico 
Sperimentale delle Venezie, Dipartimento di Sicurezza 
Alimentare (Italian health authority and research organization 
for animal health and food safety), the University of Padua 
FISPPA – Department of Philosophy, Sociology, Pedagogy and 
Psychology applied and the “E. Fermi” High School of Padua, 
AIRICERCA, International Association of Italian researchers 
in the World, Massimo Agosti, Paediatrician and Neonatologist, 
Director of the Maternal Childhood Department, Director of 
Neonatology and Paediatrician-Varese and Dr. Bianca Maria 
Vecchio, researcher from the Nestlé Research Center.

LET’S PLAY TOGETHER 8 free-admission Tinkering 
workshops for the final part of the project “Let’s play together” 
started in 2015 and made it possible with the contributions 
from Ferrero and Kinder Sorpresa, attended by 300 children 
and adults in the last weekend of January, 2016.

SCHOOL MAKERS The Italian school opens its doors to 
School Makers On April 22nd, 2016 the event for teachers, 
school managers and digital facilitators took place at Explora; 
it was attended by 313 teachers and was originated from the 
protocol agreement that  Intel® Italia signed with the MIUR. 
Organised by Wattajob. With Explora trainers, Mondo 
Digitale Foundation, CampusStore/Mediadirect and several 
Digital Facilitators.

ARTISAN FOR A DAY
A project by Autostrade per l’Italia to find out the secrets of 
old trades and crafts and rediscover the importance of manual 
skills, with 32 workshops and 1,039 children attending. 
During the first four weekends of October in the company 
of artisans: Leo Matteo Pallotta (woodworker), Francesca 
Crosafulli and Carlo Nannetti (picture framers), Lorena Di 
Serio, Ilaria De Santis and Lucilla Tubaro (dressmakers) and 
Marco Ranchella (lute maker) to understand the importance 
and value of craftsmanship by combining creativity, tradition 
and manual skills.

2 NIGHT (EUROPEAN RESEARCHERS’ NIGHT)

8 READINGS IN THE BOOKSHOP

8 TINKERING WORKSHOPS

1 DAY EVENTS (EUROPEAN DAY OF LANGUAGES AND INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN’S RIGHTS DAY)



2016 ACTIVITIES
AND EVENTS AT EXPLORA
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TICKET OFFICE
958,301.10 €
TICKET OFFICE
VISITORS, SCHOOLS,
CAMPS, PARTIES,
FRIENDS CARD

CORPORATE
SPONSORSHIPS
184,032.55
CORPORATE
SPONSORSHIPS

CALLS FOR BIDS
26,274.68
UROPEAN, 
NATIONAL AND
LOCAL CALLS FOR
BIDS, GRANTS
RELATED TO ASSETS,
5X1000, GSE
INCENTIVES

SERVICES
170,281.21
SERVICES: EVENTS, 
PARKING,
RESTAURANT
ROYALTIES, RAINING
COURSES

SHOP AND
BOOKSHOP
82,200.07
SHOP E LIBRERIA

TOTAL REVENUE IN 2016 PER AGGREGATE ITEMS

0

200000

400000

600000

800000

1000000 67.43%

12.95%

1.85%

11.98%

5.78%

OUR FIGURES

The economic impact of the total revenue generated from opening the Museum to public on 
May 9th, 2001 to December 31st, 2016 amounts to €17,220,044.00 over a period of more 

than 16 years.

2006  1,016,591.00 €
2011 1,329,218.00 €
2016 1,421,098.00 €

PROCEEDS OVER THE THREE SAMPLE YEARS (PRODUCTION VALUE)

The year 2016 recorded a decrease of -0.46% 
with a total revenue of € 1,421,098.00 
compared to the previous fiscal year, as well 
as a small decrease in the number of visitors 
(- 0.14%).
However, 2016 was saddened by terrorist 

attacks that undermined the economy in 
general especially in the area of visits to 
museums and school trips despite a good 
number of rainy days.

YEAR PROCEEDS VISITORS % RAINY DAYS
2016 1,421,098.00 € 140,374 0.46% 70
2015 1,427,659.00 € 140,572 0.14% 53
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Summary of PROCEEDS per area and type (VAT excluded):
The ticket office alone sold tickets for € 958,301.10 including admissions for Families, 
Schools with PA invoicing, tickets bought by companies, Officina in Cucina workshops, 
Friends Cards and Birthday Parties:

• OFFICINA IN CUCINA Cooking Lab recorded an increase in participants (875), 
a +25 percent compared to the previous number of 702 and a 28 percent increase in 
proceeds over the previous year of €7,325 in 2015, surely for a better planned offer/
formula and an ad hoc communication.

• FRIENDS CARDS recorded in 2016 were 407 with total sales amounting to € 
35,510.00 (previously 411/35,492)

• BIRTHDAY PARTIES with 10,816 participants, + 6.02 percent over previous year 
(10,202/2015) with sales for € 79,604, + 0.15 percent over the previous year 
79,487/2015, confirming the trend of a good service with the party formula holding 
62.67 percent.

• SCHOOLS with proceeds amounting to € 91,440 and - 20 percent over the previous 
€ 114,008/2015 (final ebox statement and PA invoicing), which dropped definitely 
due to the facts mentioned, recorded 14,795 pupils and therefore - 27% over the 
previous 18,766/2015 with no complaints whatsoever received regarding this area.

• EXPLORA IN CLASS the service, which was started in March, 2016 to prevent 
school drop-outs, had 379 pupils and 18 classes.

Proceeds from the Shop amounting to € 82,200.07 + 18% over the previous fiscal years 
and Bookshop amounting to € 36,039.96, i.e. 43.84 percent over the total of shop but 
also +14.76 percent over the previous € 31,404/2015

Proceeds from the work done by the fund-raising and corporate relationships area with 
Sponsors amounting to € 171,686.63 (+ 7.30 percent for free-admission events day events 
(€ 14,252 + 56.91 percent), Donations amounting to € 35,836 (of which 30,000.00 
from Nestlé for activities dedicated to science) and Exhibit design and sale for € 1,500

Proceeds from the Parking lot amounting to € 63,65.14 + 94.22 percent over the previous 
€ 32,935.00/2015 thanks to the new system which was started on January 14th, 2016 
with no. 3 failures per year over the previous 59/2015

Restaurant Royalties amounting to € 28,435.33 + 13,74% over the previous € 
24,999.96/2015 (with new management from November 24th)

OUR FIGURES
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PROJECTS AND BIDS  
WORKED - SUBMITTED

This item includes national and European projects based on bids and grants for current 
expenses:
The European and national bids area gave excellent results with the 2 full-time resources: € 
26,283.18, the due share for the new projects Chic, Journeys, Eurosteam + 184% over the 
previous € 9,175.48/2015 (with due shares for Bioprom, Nanopinion, Weave, projects 
being closed in the previous fiscal year).
 
PROJECTS AWARDED
with companies 72.22%
national calls for bids 18.18%
European calls for bids 31.25%

GRANTS FOR CURRENT EXPENSES OVER YEAR 2016
• GSE incentive € 6,846.37 valid until 2017 depending on the amount of energy 

produced
• 5X1000 € 4,209.22

SUBMITTED IN 2015 AND AWARDED IN 2016:
• MIUR Three-year Table 2015/2017 € 38,638.40, which was cut by 36 percent 

compared to what was awarded
• Foncoop with Avviso 27, value € 17,358.12 

SUBMITTED IN 2015, AWARDED AND WORKED IN 2016, UNDERWAY IN 2017
• Creative Europe, with the European project “CHIC” Cultural Hybridization 

In Common, FR partner leader with Spain, Belgium, Latvia, Italy, Communaute 
D’agglomeration Plaine Commune, Explora partner, period July 1st, 2016 – 
December 31st,2017, € 21,400.00

• Erasmus + (2014-2020) with the European project EUROSTEAM, South West 
College UK partner laeder with Belgium, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Explora partner, 
Focus: Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math, KA2 Strategic Partnerships 
for School Education-Supporting Innovation, period September 1st, 2016 - August 
31st, 2019, € 63,975.00

• Creative Europe, Support for Refugee Integration Project, European project 
“JOURNEYS” Art Reach UK partner leader, to facilitate refugees’ integration 
throughart and culture with Germany, Hungary, Italy, Explora partner, from Leicester 
to Manchester, Portsmouth, Hamburg, Rome, Palermo, Budapest, raising awareness 
on the refugees’ issue. Each event involved “refugee artists” who are already working 
in this context, period June 1st, 2016 - December 31st, 2017, € 23,008,00

SUBMITTED IN 2016, AWARDED AND UNDERWAY IN 2017
• I READ AND INVENT is a project submitted for the bid “Io leggo” Regione 

Lazio (L.R. October 21st, 2008, no. 16. Approval of the Avviso pubblico aimed at  
promoting books and reading taking place in the regional territory. Animated and 
interactive readings to rediscover classics from children’s literature through play 
improvisation and technology, € 15,500.00

• CODING4ALL for the Google Rise Awards bid, with the aim of conveying coding 
basics to girls (10-12 years) and low-income suburban communities of Rome (pri
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• mary school students) providing a programme of innovative and informal camps, € 
19,935.47

SUBMITTED IN 2016,  AWARDED AND UNDERWAY IN 2017
• Creative Europe Sub-Programme Culture EACEA (call 2017) CREAM, Creative 

Makers, Coordinators, second submission, previously not selected.
• The CREAM project dedicated to the Maker culture has been selected and will go live 

on September 1st, 2017 until February 28th, 2019, € 70,231.43
• Creative Europe Sub-Programme “MAP TO THE STARS”, selected, Explora 

partner, period September 1st, 2017 - February 28th, 2019, € 42,130.80
• Creative Europe Sub-Programme “VOICES” selected, Explora partner period 

August 1st, 2017 - December 31st, 2018, € 20,500.00
• Erasmus+KA2 2016 “GARDENSTO GROW” Explora Coordinator, second 

submission, not selected in 2015, submitted again in 2016, selected in 2017, period 
September 1st, 2017 - February 29th, 2020, € 64,360.00

•  Erasmus + KA1 2016 “PEOPLE FIRST” period August 1st, 2017 - November 
30th, 2018 € 37,485.00

• Department for equal opportunities, Prime Minister’s Office, “IN ESTATE SI 
IMPARANO LE STEM”(in summer STEM subjects are taught) bid for schools 
related to summer camps on science, mathematics, information technology and 
coding, Istituto Comprensivo Barbara Rizzo Formello, Explora partner with the role 
of coding trainer in classrooms; nursery schools, 1st degree primary and secondary 
school, period January 1st, 2017 - January 31st, 2017, € 2,500.00

 (Bids worked in 2016 but not yet selected are not listed)

PROJECTS AND BIDS 
WORKED - SUBMITTED
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WHERE THE € 8  
OF  THE TICKET GO

PROFIT AND 
LOSS ACCOUNT RECLASSIFIED

60.97% STAFF
€ 862,492.80
16.31% OPERATING COSTS
€ 230,742.19
INSURANCE COVERAGE • LEASING • PURCHASE OF EDUCATIO-
NAL MATERIALS

• GIFT SHOP AND BOOKSHOP

13,92% EXHIBITS AND MAINTENANCE
€ 196,962.08
NEW EXHIBITS • ROUTINE MAINTENANCE • MAJOR MAINTE-

NANCE

5.35% UTILITIES
€ 75,709.14
ELECTRICITY • GAS - WATER •   AMA • CCIAA • TELEPHONE • 
INTERNET CONNECTION

2,18% OUTSOURCED CONSULTING
€ 30,873.41
ACCOUNTING •  TRAINING • WORK MANAGEMENT • SAFETY 

AND HEALTH • LEGAL

1.26% ADVERTISING
€ 17,774.38
INFORMATION MATERIAL • PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL FOR ACTI-
VITIES

Balance sheet items have been reclassified into 3 macro items for simplicity’s sake, to measure 
the economic impact of the EXPLORA activity on the community. This is how the value 

produced has been distributed:

48.98%
HUMAN 

RESOURCES
 € 658,662.27 

19.38%
TAXES

 € 260,591.66

31.65%
SUPPLIERS
 € 425,572.88 

HUMAN RESOURCES 48.98% i.e. sha reholders, 
employers, independent contractors and casual 
contractors with VAT number, R.A. (advance tax 
deduction) and Vouchers.

SUPPLIERS 31.65% for management and tax 
consulting, outsourced works, materials and supply 
of products and instrumental assets, software, 
hardware and utilities.

TAXES19.38% State and Roma Capitale with 
advertising expenses, property concession tax, Irap 
and employee contribution plans.



FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

BALANCE SHEET 2016 2015 2014
Assets

Liquid assets and short-term investments 31,623 21,506 23,847

Accounts receivables enforceable within next fiscal 
year

186,416 92,577 133,821

Accounts receivables enforceable beyond next fiscal year
Goods in stock 118,561 108,617 124,709

Fixed assets 510,690 441,958 452,518

Payments due from shareholders

Other 107,233 139,385 216,221

Total assets 954,523 804,043 951,116

Liabilities
Payables enforceable within next fiscal year 430,458 310,165 459,149

Payables enforceable beyond next fiscal year 88,514 123,467 106,657

accrued liabilities and deferred income 41,083 5,558 21,306

tax liabilities 327,807 298,570 285,455

total liabilities 887,862 737,760 872,567

total shareholders’ equity 67,252 66,283 78,549

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 2016 2015 2014
production value 1,421,098 1,427,659 1,414,551

production costs 1,414,554 1,404,313 1,386,372

difference 6,544 23,346 28,179

financial income and charges -5,470 -7,954 -9,054

extraordinary income and charges

pre-tax result 1,074 15,392 19,125

taxes for the period 605 17,716 18,821

profit (loss) for the year 469 -2,304 304
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WHO WE ARE 
AND WHAT WE DO

MANAGEMENT

TICKET OFFICE

EXHIBIT AND 
SETUP DESIGN- 
MAINTENANCE

OFFICE STAFF AND 
BID MANAGEMENT

SPECIAL PROJECTS - 
FUNDRAISING AND 
EXTERNAL RELATIONS

SCHOOLS AND 
TEACHER TRAINING 
OFFICE 

GRAPHIC DESIGN

WEB AND DIGITAL

Person in charge: Patrizia Tomasich
Coordinates the Museum’s development and activities, works on fundraising and projects with
businesses, supervises ticket office, communication and quality areas.

Person in charge: Giulia Bonifacio • Flora Pietrosanti • Virginia De Zerbi
External resources: Laura Donati
Makes the first contact with public. Provides information, takes telephone bookings, sells 
tickets and and monitors the number of visitors entering the Museum. The ticket office 
offers information and handles bookings for birthday parties, camps, friends cards, events 
and activities. Shareholders also take turns in the ticket office to help receive visitors during 
weekends and holidays when the museum is particularly crowded.

Person in charge: Maria Anna Carli
Internal resources: Luciano De Iuliis • John Mark Gallardo • Matteo Leo Paride Pallotta 
• Mario Torquati • Leo Vergara
Takes care of exhibit design, including play-based pathways, from concept to construction, 
works on concepts that are later tested, checked, fabricated and offered to the public, and 
regularly monitored.Supervises and monitors routine and major maintenance and repair 
works, takes care of maintenance stockroom.

Person in charge: Sara Borrelli
Internal resources: Anna Codazzi
Selects and monitors local, national and European calls for bids, creates Italian, European and
international networks and partnerships, sets up and writes proposals, supervises oordination
and implementation of contracts when awarded; coordinates and schedules shifts for 
shareholders in support of the ticket office, handles agreements, friends cards and all quality
tests submitted to visitors from collection to data processing.

Person in charge: Chiara Anguissola
Handles relations with businesses, institutions, sponsors and stakeholders for special projects
and events, seeks new collaborations and partnerships for the development of exhibits, 
play-based pathways and special initiatives.

Person in charge: Martina Luccio
Internal resources: Chiara D’Orazio • Cristina Laidò
Takes care of information, communication and bookings for schools, handles relations with
teachers. Plans the teacher training programme, as well as the development and organisation 
of educational activities for schools.

Person in charge: Daniela Bassi.
Internal resources: Benedetta Conforzi • Martina Luccio
Creates and implements the Museum’s image and graphics in both hardcopy and electronic
format, for exhibits and play-based pathways, Website, activities. Takes photographs of events 
to capture images of children, parents and teachers.

Person in charge: Paolo De Gasperis

Internal resources: Daniela Bassi • Giulia Bonifacio • Benedetta Conforzi • Martina 
Luccio • Flora Pietrosanti • Alessandra Arcella
The www.mdbr.it website is developed and managed in-house. Great care is given to
resources dedicated to architecture, graphic design, photos and videos, content and article 
writing, calendar, in synergy with the other communication channels.



EDUCATION 
AND ENTERTAINER /
FACILITATOR 
TRAINING

SOCIAL MEDIA AND PRESS OFFICE

PRESS OFFICE

ADMINISTRATION 
AND ACCOUNTING

HUMAN RESOURCES 
AND PERSONNEL

PROCUREMENT

CLEANING AND GREEN AREA

SOCIAL REPORT

VOLUNTEERS

Internal resources: Flora Pietrosanti • Alessandra Arcella
Handles social media communication, produces and publishes contents. Answers to
reviews and questions from the public. Plans event promotion, keeps in touch with 
media, writes press review articles.

Internal resources: Alessandra Arcella
Handles media communication, produces and disseminates contents. Plans event 
promotion, keeps in touch with media, writes final press review articles.

Person in charge:  Angela Stolfa

Internal resources:  Giulia Bonifacio
Keeps accounts and produces annual financial statements, with the help of external 
resources, accountant Studio DCA s.r.l., Dr. Laura Lunetta, auditor Dr. Rodolfo 
Iannotta.

Person in charge: Francesca Santini
Monitors personnel presence and manages payrolls, contracts and relations with 
employees and working shareholders

Person in charge:  Francesca Santini

Internal resources: Virginia De Zerbi
The area handles purchasing and procurement, both online and directly with 
suppliers. Takes care of the office and shop stockroom.

Person in charge: Virginia De Zerbi
Internal resources:  Joel Cochon • John Mark Gallardo • Eliseo Ramboanga • Leo 
Vergara
The area staff performs routine and major cleaning duties for all buildings, exhibits 
and green area maintenance included, with round-the-clock shifts.

In 2016 Caterina Torcia took care of the first edition of the Social Report for 2015 
and set up contents and texts. 

Dria Ciacci volunteered in the shop and bookshop and in 2016 she volunteered 
approximately 30 hours.

Persons in charge: Alessia Bello • Ilaria Catanorchi
Internal resources: Responsabili di Sala Cristina Laidò • Vittorio Lamattina • 
Filippo Liberati
Internal resources Entertainers/Facilitators: Ilaria C. Esposito • Lavinia Lu-
ciani • Francesco Romano • Giulia Proietti • Francesca Ruggeri • Flaminia Verardi
Internal resources Entertainers: Sara Campestre • Giulia Bagnato • 
Gianluca Barberio • Chiara Checola • Alessia Della Massara • Gaia Di Battista 
• Barbara Gentili • Genny Giunta • Giulia Grasso • Lara Maglietta • Fabrizio 
Piergiovanni • Diana Poczatek • Silvia Putano • Gioia Rossi • Laura Santopadre • 
Riccardo Sessa • Marco Trusiano • Paola Valente • Fulvia Valentini • Veronica Valle 
• Silvia Zito
Trainess with us in 2016: Camilla Bellucci • Giada Branciforte • Cesare 
Chiorazzo • Gaia Di Battista • Emanuela Fabbri • Giorgia Gilli • Azzurra 
Giordani • Genny Giunta • Ilaria Mariott • Silvia Putano • Debora M. Lima 
Ramos • Giulia Panella • Flavia Pirillo • Diana Poczatek • Mauricio Policarpo • 
Francesco Rotolo • Riccardo Sessa • Ilenia Tiberti • Livia Travia

The Education area designs, develops and produces prototypes for all workshops 
dedicated to families and schools, works on educational contents for play-based 
pathways, exhibits, readings, camps and birthday parties, manages the stockroom for 
workshops. The Education area works for all internal resources and contractors: 
The Education team received 120 training hours/year per capita, twice as many as 
other areas, which proves the great care and quality devoted to contents for the 
Explora visitors. The same area is responsible for teacher training when not taken 
care of by external trainers. Floor managers coordinate, handle and supervise the 
entertainers’ work during visits and activities offered to the public.
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PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT PLANS
2016-2018

AREA GOAL ACTIONS WHEN

ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE AND

GOVERNANCE

organisational
structure and
governance

publish the organisation chart

December 31st, 2017

consolidate skills on exhibit 
production

increase shareholders’
participation

3 staff meetings per year 
(including office, pavilion, ticket 

office, maintenance, exhibits, 
cleaning) to share performance 

improvement plans

meetings for error analysis

training
ensure 20 non-technical training 

hours per year for each employee
publish the social report

visitors’ participation
and involvement

publish the social report

visitators’ survey - questionnaire, 
“in-person” data collection at the 

entrance or during events

AREA GOAL ACTIONS WHEN

EDUCATIONAL
OFFERINGS

teaching activities
outside the museum

improve and expand “explora in 
class” as an educational service 

outside the museum

December 31st, 2017

educational
offerings

establish agreements with 
universities, create scholarships

get visitors more
involved and

taking part in the
museum’s design

and daily life

design the explora museum 
premises as an alternative place 

where to grow knowledge
(math, civil education, language) 

school project, museum, university

make safe repairs during visits 
involving visitors, bringing 

entertainers to interact with 
maintenance staff

renovate exhibition area

increase internal production of 
play-based and innovative exhibits

3 new pavilion spaces: recycling, 
tactile discovery boxes and 

vegetable gardens

December 31st, 2018renovate the hall

December 31st, 2017contacts with neighborhood 
associations and the new 

administration
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PERFORMANCE IMPROVE-
MENT PLANS: 2016-2018

AREA GOAL ACTIONS WHEN

BECOMING ROOTED 
IN THE TERRITORY

making the museum well-
known around the country 
as well as a “play, science, 
environment” focus for 

families

considering package opportunities 
with other institutions (maxxi, 

bioparco, etc)

December 31st, 2017

offering training courses to 
teachers from all regions 

(not only latium)

consolidating agreements with 
scientific institutions, researchers, 

international partnerships

starting relations with partners 
and other entities to continue 

to be miur (italian ministry 
for education, universities and 

research) accredited

AREA GOAL ACTIONS WHEN

ECONOMIC 
PLANNING AND 
MONITORING

set up marketing for new 
database

4 campaigns summer camps, 
halloween, christmas

December 31st, 2017

counter drop in number of 
school visits

create projects in schools 
(explora in class) and with schools 

(“buona scuola” plan, creative 
workshops, etc)

strengthen teachers’ database

track national and 
european calls for bids increase partnerships, work on 

different platforms 
and networks

enlarge the corporate file increase exhibits with business 
partners

enlarge the museum,
 2nd stage

approval of project, 
contents, funds

expand relations with 
corporations and 

institutions

monitoring, testing and final 
report for events and activities 

with partners
December 31st, 2017

monitoring, testing and 
final report for events and 
activities with partners to 
make the museum well-
known around the country

 contacts with the new 
administration

 

December 31st, 2017
 

contacts with neighborhood 
associations
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